Year 2 Learning Matrix
Reading

Read a book from home or use your class EPIC code to
select a book. Use this for each activity below

Writing

Write a summary of what happened in the text.
FICTION - Somebody, wanted, but, so then
NON-FICTION - Topic, main idea and key details
*A copy of the anchor charts are below for
reference

Write a Persuasive on a topic of your choice.
For example
All kids should have a tv in their room
Ice-cream is better than chocolate

Write a book review. Include the following facts:
● Title and Author
● What the book was about
● Did you like the book?
● Who would you recommend read the text
● Give it a rating out of 5 stars.

Write a letter to a friend at school.
What would you like to tell them?
Could you try to post it to them or upload it to
Seesaw?

Record yourself reading a story on Seesaw. Make
sure you include lots of expressions to keep your
audience engaged.
If you could change anything about a book you
have read, what would it be?
Create an different ending,
Or different character
Or different problem for a story you have read.

Read a book and then complete some of the
comprehension tasks below.

Write an information report about your favourite
topic or something you are interested in at the
moment.

Write the base word and using the 1-1-1 rule re
write the word using ing, ed
Write the same sentence 3 times, using past,
present and future verbs.
Choose your own seed picture, brainstorm your
ideas (think, feel, wonder, imagine) and write a
narrative. Go outside in nature for some ideas for
your seed.

Mathematics

Explore My numeracy and complete activities or
try Sunset online and complete levels.

Right your own who am I
Wanted Number poster

The answer is 235.
What could the equation be?
(eg. 200+35=235)
List as many as you can.
Take photos of items around your house of
anything that has numbers on it. Draw a number
line and arrange the numbers in order. Post your
number line to Seesaw.

Create a timetable of your day.
What time do you wake up? What do you do for
the rest of the day?

Summarising Anchor charts:

Reading Comprehension task cards (Fiction):

Reading Comprehension task cards (Non-Fiction):

